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This toolkit was created to provide RTCA staff and partners with 
ideas, templates, and examples of how we can meaningfully 
recognize youth who are making a difference in their 
communities. These youth can be identified through their 
work with an RTCA partner on a community project or even 
youth who have been a valuable asset on a trail crew. Whether 
their contribution has been big or small, this toolkit provides a 
variety of tools and ideas to appropriately recognize youth in 
an impactful way.

Categories

All recognition techniques were placed into one of four broader 
categories:

Awards: Provide a way to recognize and individual or group 
through certificates, small gifts, or even provide the youth 
with an IOU type coupon which gives them an opportunity to 
meet with you later when they are seeking career advice, or an 
introduction to someone.

Special Privileges: A way to recognize someone can be as 
simple as showing them a behind the scenes look at the Park 
Service or a partner organization of their interest. Providing 
youth with opportunities to sit in at special trainings or attend 
a conference as a guest are great ways to introduce the 
passionate youth to new careers and opportunities and can be 
more impactful than traditional rewards.

Working with Partners: Often times the way we can recognize 
youth is through our partners. Whether working with a partner 
who runs a boat launch or a local municipality or non-profit 
these partners can be very helpful in providing youth with 
different opportunities or awards right in their community.

Media: Whether it’s a Facebook post or an article in the local 
newspaper, media can be a great way to recognize youth and 
inspire them to do more good in their community. Helping a 
partner come up with a hero of the month in a media outlet 
could be a good way to promote youth engagement for years 
to come.

Recognition Technique Description

A short description of the technique and a specific example 
of how it has been used in the past. These stories have been 
pulled from real-life projects!

Age Appropriateness

Indication of appropriateness for the four following age 
categories:

• Young Student - elementary, middle, and early high 
school     Yo
• Late High School - preparing for college, work, or other 
post-high school work experience     HS
• College Aged - post-high school     Co
• Emerging Professional - preparing for professional 
career or other post-college experience     EP

Download & Do

If applicable and available, see the toolkit downloads for 
recognition templates that you can download and use!

How to Use

The youth leaders of community partner, Building a Healthy 
Boyle Heights Collaborative, visit Los Angeles City Hall to attend a 
press conference with the former Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa and 
meet with city officials about their community. (see recognition 
strategies - special privileges)
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Awards
Technique Staff Investment Toolkit Availability

Yo HS Co EP High/Medium/Low
Certificate x x x x Low See example at end of toolkit.
Consult with me later coupons x x x Medium See example at end of toolkit.
Letter of 
recognition/recommendation

x x x Medium-High

Thank you notes x x x x Low
Iconic award x x x x Varies Examples provided in toolkit stories.
Park pass x x x x Low-Medium
Small, personal gift x x x x Medium-High Examples provided in toolkit stories.
Buttons/flair x x x x Low Examples provided in toolkit stories.
Signed photos/souvenirs x x x x Medium-High Examples provided in toolkit stories.

Special Privleges
Technique Staff Investment Toolkit Availability

Yo HS Co EP High/Medium/Low
Meeting with movers & shakers x x x x Low-Medium Examples provided in toolkit stories.

Shadow a staff member/ special 
training

x x x Medium-High Examples provided in toolkit stories.

Recognized at public forum x x x x Medium Examples provided in toolkit stories.
Behind the scenes tour x x x Medium-High Examples provided in toolkit stories.

Working with Partners
Technique Staff Investment Toolkit Availability

Yo HS Co EP High/Medium/Low
Kayak Trip x x x Medium-High
Food certificates & vouchers x x x x Medium Examples provided in toolkit stories.
Outdoor gear x x x x Medium-High
Memberships x x Medium-High
Discout cards/ community 
coupons

x x x x Low-Medium

Special trips (overnights) x x x High
Tours x x x x Medium Examples provided in toolkit stories.

Media
Technique Staff Investment Toolkit Availability

Yo HS Co EP High/Medium/Low
Articles in newsletters/ 
newspapers

x x x x Medium-High See example at end of toolkit - or  InsideNPS 
Articles (search for youth!)

Online blogging / social media x x x x Medium See examples at end of toolkit.

Age Level

Age Level

Age Level

Age Level
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Certificates 
Yo, HS, Co, EP (template in toolkit)

of Honor, of Recognition, of Participation. Certificates/awards 
presented at the end of working with youth commemorating 
their participation in the project. Include the name of 
the participant, the project, # of hours, logos of partners, 
signatures, date, and any other pertinent data. Present in 
front of a group of their peers, community members, project 
partners, city/neighborhood councils, etc. 

Awards

Letter of Recognition/Recommendation   
HS, Co, EP

Provide a letter of recommendation/recognition to youth team 
at the close of the project. Personalize it for them and the work 
they specifically did. This way, if they ask for a reference in the 
future, the letter is already written. (Putting it on letterhead is a 
plus! As we all know the Arrowhead carries a lot of significance 
for both the youth and the employer/school the letter being 
received by).

Thank You Notes  
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Write a quick note of appreciation during and/or after the 
project. Small notes of recognition for the youth team helps 
them feel appreciated and that their work is meaningful. Can 
be anything from a formal thank you note to notes written on 
post-its or index cards.

Consult with Me Later Coupons
HS, Co, EP (template in toolkit)

At the close of the project, give the youth coupons that allow 
them a mentor meeting. This helps keep connections between 
staff and youth partners, encourages mentorship, continues 
engagement, and helps the youth nurture their network.

Iconic Award 
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Giving an item to the youth at the end of the project that 
reminds them of/ was meaningful during their work. (Types 
of iconic awards include: bottled sand/dirt from the project, 
plank/piece of wood, rail spike, garbage, signed work shirt/
hard hat/photo, concrete/asphalt, tool, clipboards/pens, gloves, 
hammers/loopers)

Using their “special pens” the Safe Routes to the Los Angeles River 
youth team completed walkability audits of their communities.

Park Pass 
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Work with local agencies to see if there is a possibility to award 
students an applicable park pass (State, County, National, 
Beach, etc.) to encourage the youth to continue getting 
outdoors after the project work is over. 
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Small Personal Gift 
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Meaningful gift that is specific to the youth team. 

“When I was an SCA Intern at 
John Muir National Historic 
Site, I spent day after day in 
the field recording data on 
invasive species on a GPS unit. 
One day, my busy supervisor 
joined me out in the field. I 
noticed his wool socks and 
said “cool socks! Where’d you 
get those?!” as we prepared 
for a day’s work in the field. I 
didn’t think anything of this 
day with my supervisor until 
the last day of my internship. 

Isabelle Babiak cuts the ribbon for the Sockeye Run Fitness Trail 
and Bike Path in Naknek, Alaska. (Photo: NPS/LRHolzapfel)

My supervisor prepared a “graduation ceremony” at lunch with 
other park staff and gave me a gift to open. I opened the gift and, 
to my surprise, saw a pair of NPS employee-exclusive wool socks! I 
was moved that my supervisor remembered my comment that day 
out in the field and took the time to listen to me and get to know 
me.”

-Jessica, Groundwork Richmond Fellow

Anza Trail volunteers receive “flair” - stickers, bandanas, temporary 
tattoos, and t-shirts - for volunteering on the trail and at events.

Buttons/Flair
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Small type of award connected to the project, being outdoors, 
NPS Volunteer etc. that helps the youth feel engaged in project 
and community of partners. 

(Examples: Junior Ranger, jr. fire fighter, jr. police badges) 

Signed Photos/Souvenirs
Yo, HS, Co, EP 

Print out a group photo of the youth team and nicely frame it 
to be awarded to youth. Also can be used as a souvenir if team 
members sign each other’s photos.  

Los Angeles, CA - A guest speaker visited the youth team and 
talked about the nature projects at his elementary school and 
shared his birding guide, noting how the students use it in their 
schoolyard habitat. At the conclusion of the RTCA project with the 
youth, they were given an introductory field guide to California.

Interns sign each other’s scroll after a year of getting to know each 
other. These framed and matted keepsakes last a lifetime and 
remind youth of the project and their teammates.
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Special Privileges

Meeting with Movers and Shakers 
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Award youth with the opportunity to meet with important 
community figures such as: mayor, city council representatives, 
RTCA staff, park superintendents, school principals. Try 
to match the youth’s vocational interests and provide 
introductions for future career development. Meetings could 
be formal (like a meal or meeting) or informal (group hikes, 
tour, birding etc.)

Shadow a Staff Member/Special Training
HS, Co, EP

Working with the students’ potential career/vocation or just 
personal interests and/or project related topics, arrange for a 
special training for the youth team. 

Behind the Scenes Tour
HS, Co, EP

Provide a special tour for the youth team to provide a glimpse 
into the Park Service or other project partner.

In 2008, a landscape architecture class at UC Berkeley worked 
on a series of projects at GOGA. They were given a special tour 
of Alcatraz with the “behind-the-scenes” look at areas that are 
usually closed to the public. Since graduation, 4 of the group of 10 
have completed internships or volunteered with NPS because they 
fostered a special connection with the parks. Photo: On top of the 
Alcatraz Lighthouse.

The Rio Vistas youth team is honored at a neighborhood meeting 
following a semester of engaging in access planning for the LA 
River. (Bonus! Youth were also given project t-shirts!)

Recognized at Public Forum
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Organize for youth to be recognized at a community meeting 
or city council meeting.

Youth who’ve spent their eight weeks of summer working at 
Sunnyside Farms enjoy a staff-prepared lunch on their last day 
(Richmond, CA). Park Rangers from a neighboring National Park 
participate in their successes.

A group of dedicated high school 
phenology interns at John Muir National 
Historic Site get treated to a special guided 
phenology hike by visiting UC Santa Cruz 
forest ecology professors. National Park 
staff recognized the high schoolers’ interest 
and was willing to foster further training to 
promote higher education opportunities in 
their lives.
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Working with Partners

Kayak Trip
HS, Co, EP

Cover photo: Los Angeles, CA - RTCA worked with a group of high 
school students on a project about access to the LA River. After a 
summer of weekly meetings, one of our project partners hosted the 
high schoolers on a free kayaking expedition on the LA River. RTCA 
staff involvement was limited to coordinating the date and time 
with the community partner, communicating with the youth team, 
and distributing and collecting waivers.

Chicago, IL - Chicago Department of Transportation organized 
bike tours to and from “people places” and other outdoor spaces in 
the city for youth who had participated in volunteer projects.

Food Certificates and Vouchers
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Work with local restaurants or vendors to provide food 
certificates to youth (works well in addition to other awards). 
Also can apply to health food stores.

Chicago, IL - One of the fellows recalls receiving a Pizza Hut 
Voucher when she won an award at school. She felt recognized by 
the school for the award and happily got to share a special meal 
with her family because of it. 

Outdoor Gear
Yo, HS, Co, EP

The “loaded pack.” Work with community partners and local 
outdoor/recreation gear vendors to reward youth with outdoor 
gear that they can keep and use in other outdoor adventures. 

Discount Cards/Community Coupons
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Work with local stores and reward youth with coupons/
discount cards. Can also look and see if your local 
neighborhood council or city already has a discount card set up 
for the area. 

Memberships
Co, EP

Work with professional organizations or stores that encourage/
require memberships to provide one-year/month... 
memberships to youth. (REI, ASLA, APA, local gyms (traditional 
or rock gyms), etc.)

Tours
Yo, HS, Co, EP

Reach out to local National, State, County, and Municipal parks 
to provide a special trip for youth partners engaged in your 
project. 

Special Trips (Overnight Trips)
HS, Co, EP

Organize a special trip to a NP or Conference related to the 
youth’s work. These trips can recognize one youth or a whole 
group. Trips can also be used as a way to recognize youth 
nationally for their contributions in their community, used as 
a celebration at the end of a program, or used as a place to 
develop team building and leadership skills within a group. 

Richmond, CA - Sheena from Groundwork Richmond’s Green 
Team has been selected out of her peers to represent Groundwork 
Richmond at Groundwork USA’s Annual Youth Conference in 
Virginia. Youth Conservation Corps members celebrate the end of 
their summer season by camping overnight at Pinnacles NP.

Note: the following are all examples of RTCA staff working with 
partners to recognize and celebrate youth work in projects and 
are meant to be starting places for other forms of recognition!

For Groundwork Richmond’s Green Team, one day out of the work 
week is supplemented by an educational field trip. Seen here, the 
Green Team visit Rosie the Riveter/WWII National Homefront and 
learn about the local history of their city of Richmond, CA.

Cover photo: Groundwork Richmond's summer youth crew spent a 
day exploring the redwood forest of Muir Woods. In this particular 
crew, none of the youth have visited this National Park before and 
are visiting it for the first time.
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Media

Articles in Newsletters/Newspapers
Yo, HS, Co, EP (examples in toolkit)

Write up a press release (article or blurb) about the work the 
youth team is doing, doubles as publicity for the project. Can 
be shared with local, city, and regional newspapers, through 
the NPS Tip of the Hat and COR Newsletters, community 
partners newsletters/e-newsletters. 

Online Blogging/Social Media
Yo, HS, Co, EP (examples in toolkit)

Share the youth team’s work on project blog, community 
partners’ websites, social media (Facebook, Twitter, Vine (6 
second videos), Youtube, etc.). 

Tips and Tricks of Digital Media

Use images to amplify your updates. If you’re 
posting and not seeing engagement (likes, shares, and 
comments) you’re wasting your time. Fan engagement 
is necessary to be continually seen in the news feed 
(which is where all the action is on Facebook!) A simple 
way to boost engagement is to use images! Either use 
interesting, fun photos to visually tell the story or search 
for “blank images” like talking bursts, chalkboards, and 
signs. Add a question and ask your followers to answer!

Simple text overlays can go a long way. Most users 
scan content and don’t take time to read comments or 
descriptions associated with the image unless the image 
grabs their attention first. A little text nudge can go a 
long way in bringing targeted attention to your pins and 
posts. (Text overlays can be added quickly and easily with 
online image editing tools such as PicMonkey or Pixlr).

Focus on the platforms where your customers 
are. Find out where your target group is hanging out 
online, choose 1 or 2 of those platforms that align with 
project objectives and focus deeply on those platforms.  
Sign up for Google Alerts for your projects, interests, 
partners, and topics of interest. This gives insight to the 
relevant conversations happening so you can join the 
conversation!

Focus on the titles. A lot of time goes into research and 
writing of articles and posts  - titles are easy to look over. 
But what’s the point of having an excellent blog post if 
its title won’t draw in traffic? Title posts with thoughtful 
keywords that will resonate with both readers and search 
engines. Nurture your posts with titles that match the 
content – once you’ve gained the reader’s attention, 
follow through on your title with content that 
delivers!

Use multimedia content and create visual stories. 
Pictures, videos, slideshows and other multimedia 
content are a great way to make an impression on your 
social media profiles and are a great partner for written 
stories. When you use visual content, you create a much 
more interesting and visually pleasing profile.
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Examples

9/18/13 InsideNPS |  Headlines

inside.nps.gov/index.cfm?handler=viewprintheadline&type=Announcements&id=14540 1/1

AZTEC RUINS NATIONAL MONUMENT

Adopted Class Of 2016 Starts School Year With Service Learning

Aztec Ruins National Monument’s Adopted Class of 2016 has already taken its sophomore year field trip to the park.
Twenty-four students from Bloomfield High School’s gifted program built on last year’s experiences by completing a
service-learning project and crafting traditional buckskin pouches during a day in the park.

The students arrived on a much warmer day than last year’s spring field trip. They recognized several of the rangers
and were quick to remember that they will graduate when the National Park Service turns 100.

Last year a ranger visited their classroom to talk about the Civilian Conservation Corps. This year they worked to
preserve the legacy of the CCC by planting cottonwood trees in the picnic area, a part of one of the park’s designated
cultural landscapes. It is shaded by tall, aging cottonwoods planted by the CCC in 1935 and a few invasive Siberian
elms. The trees the students planted will provide shade when the old cottonwoods die and will allow the park to
remove the invasives. After all twenty-five trees were planted, the students took a tour of the park’s heritage garden
with ranger Dana Hawkins.

After a quick lunch they gathered around for an activity with cultural educators from Laguna Pueblo, one of many
tribes that can trace ancestry back to Aztec Ruins. John Herrera and his assistant taught the students how to make
traditional buckskin pouches.

“This is where we keep special things, for ceremonies or just as a way to thank the creator for another day,”
explained Mr. Herrera.

The students sewed, beaded, and painted the pouches; they also discussed what to put inside them. Many of the
students crowded around Herrera to have him paint Pueblo designs on their pieces and to hear him explain the
significance of the images in his worldview.

As they boarded the bus the students gave clear instructions to park staff. “Make sure those trees get enough
water!”  In responce, park staff insisted that students return to see their efforts grow. During the rest of the 2013-2014
school year, the students will receive a ranger visit about archeoastronomy and have a chance to use a solar
telescope. Their next field trip will be in 2014.

Contact Information
Name: Lauren Blacik

http://inside.nps.gov/index.cfm?handler=viewprintheadline&type=Announcements&id=14540
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Midday sun gleams through 
the second f loor  windows at 
Groundwork Providence, but it is not the 
Trust’s only source of  light. Nineteen-
year-old Adewole (Wole) Akinbi works 
at a computer, preparing for a sum-
mer sure to be filled with change and 
improvement. Through growth and 
success, this young man has shined a 
constant ray of  optimism and enthusiasm 
during his four years on the Groundwork 
Providence Green Team and Environ-
mental Education Team(E-Team). This 
year, Wole has been hired to be a Green 
Team leader.

     Wole joined the Green Team at 
age 14.  He beautified the park and 
library garden in his Smithfield neigh-
borhood during his first summer. For 
the next three years, he taught elemen-
tary school students with the E-Team, 
and continued to make his community 
safer and healthier through Green 
Team projects.  Wole said, “This was 
the best first job to have. It shows 
initiative, a drive to be different.” He 
credits Groundwork with motivating 

him to excel in school and stay out of  
trouble. “I was hooked,” he said. “It 
has showed me so many different ways 
to look at the world.”  

   
  A Community College of  Rhode 

Island marketing major, Wole has 
already been a driving force of  change 
in Providence for several years. “He’s 
stayed committed for so long. Wole is 
going to be a great role model for the 
Green Team,” said Clint Lank, GW 
Providence executive director. Lank 
added that Wole played an “instrumental 
role” in transforming food containers 
into rain barrels for a recent Tool Bank 
fundraising project. 

     Wole will lead eight Green Team 
members from the Mount Hope

neighborhood in a variety of  projects. 
Among these include a partnership with 
the Blackstone River Valley National 
Heritage Corridor, where the team will 
complete cleanup projects and assist with 
water quality tests. Wole will also guide 
work with Miriam Hospital, trail work at 
Camp Shepherd, a rap performance at 
Roger Williams National Memorial and 
several gardening and recycling projects. 

     Fueled by a compassion for and 
strong connection to his community, 
Wole brings a combination of  youth-
ful energy and invaluable experience 
to his new leadership role.  He hopes 
Green Teams nationwide take their 
experiences home, and know even 
“litt le things” such as recycling and 
planting trees make a difference. “It 
can change your perspective on what 
you want to do and who you want 
to be, Groundwork gives me hope.” 
Wole said. A personification of  the 
Groundwork USA® mission, Wole 
Akinbi ref lects and brightens the very 
same beam of  hope that inspires him 
to make a difference.

Wole Akinbi

Wole brings us a 
combination of 
youthful energy 
and his invaluable 
experience...

Thank you to Michelle Frawley and all people interviewed for contributing to this article

Groundwork Catalyst

Groundwork USA
Changing Places     Changing Lives
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